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PBII nitriding of biomedical grade CoCrMo alloy
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Plasma Based Ion implantation (PBII) of nitrogen was performed on a biomedical grade

CoCrMo alloy in order to improve the knee or hip prosthesis resistance to

tribo-corrosion solicitations. The lengths and repetition frequencies of the high voltage

pulses were adapted to maintain a total nitrogen dose of about 10

18

 /cm² and to keep

the working temperature of the sample at the desired value. A nitrided layer of γ

N

phase, consisting of a solid solution of diffused nitrogen in the initial fcc γ CoCrMo

structure is obtained, sometimes with CrN precipitates. The influences of the treatment

duration (30 min to several hours), of the temperature (250 to 600 °C) and of the

acceleration voltage (1 kV to 20 kV) were studied in order to determine the conditions

of the apparition of CrN phase in the nitrided layer. It was shown that increasing the

high voltage from 1 to 20 kV induces a decrease of the nitrided layer thickness and

nitrogen concentration, possibly due to the sputtering induced by the ion bombardment.

At the same time, a shift of the (111) peak of the γ

N

 phase towards the low angles is

observed. On the contrary, the (200) peak follows an opposite way toward the large

angle. Crystallographic orientation dependence of the diffusion coefficient and rotation

of the grains due to the internal stresses induced by the nitrogen incorporation are

discussed as being responsible for such behaviour.

A numerical model based on the finite difference method taking into account the effects

of the ion assistance provided by the PBII was used to simulate the nitrogen

concentration-depth profiles. Sputtering, over-stochiometric nitrogen implantation, the

lattice expansion, modifications of the diffusion coefficients, the trapping of nitrogen at

Cr atoms and the role of the residual internal stresses are discussed as possible

mechanisms of the incorporation of the nitrogen.
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